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Commbines a lot of modern pop and soul, afro-roots and funky grooves; we simply call it euro r+b 9 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: I swear CD Kim Kimono If you're looking

for R+B that takes you to spiritual experiences and great relaxation then look no more. Nini Jasmine and

Kim Kimono has worked in exactly that direction. Together with famous Yoggies we have gathered music

and training movements that direct you step by step and guide you to a peaceful state of mind. Highly

qualified trainers and spiritual leaders have allready recommended our music for meditation. The demo

CD and our other products are all designed to help you catch up and join our experience to completely

healing your mind. When listening will learn new things about how the mind works and hopefully reach

tranquility ...a place you would like to call "home sweet home". Our music is inspired by journeys made

from far east to South Pole, Europe, Africa and even further to the majestic nature itself: The birds that

are singing without a word. The sounds of ocean waves and other things in our surroundings we take for

granted in our daily existence. Even the water we drink can make a wonderful one note samba and the

wind can carry our moods. High and rough storms, hurricanes and other unexplainable miracles. human

scratches, footsteps, snoring, claps, whispers, laughing, good moods, bad moods, whistling and much

much more... All these things helps to comprehend the whole meaning of the journey of life itself! Nini

Jasmine Music Well guys... I need no explaining cuz music speaks 4 itself. Here is everything that has to

do with music. The healing sound is a brand new flavour we have put out on this CD share with you our

mind trips to a high level of tranquility. You can find this music in your CD babystores shopping center.

We have gathered all flavours to fit the world of today. As you can see there is no going back. Grab a CD

of these flavours and talk to our other fans
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